
A PARADIGM 
SHIFT IN ELECTRIC 
TOOTHBRUSH HEADS
With the introduction of the ‘ugly duckling’ 
Triple Headed Toothbrush, Trycare have 
launched a paradigm shift in electric 
toothbrush heads that makes the Philips 
Sonicare three times more effective.

The ‘ugly duckling’ Triple Headed 
Toothbrush features individual labial, 
lingual and occlusal orientated brush 
heads which combine to provide the most 
thorough toothbrush experience.  

Incorporating a built-in bristle indicator 
to let patients know it’s time to change, 
‘ugly duckling’ Triple Headed Toothbrushes 
are recommended for children eight-years-
old and above. They are safe for use with 
implants and other restorations.

For more information about ‘ugly 
duckling’ Triple Headed Toothbrushes,  
call 01274 885544 or visit www.trycare.
co.uk/triple-bristle.

A SMART UPGRADE FOR YOUR ORAL 
HEALTH ROUTINE
As Artificial Intelligence makes its way into 
almost every facet of life, it makes sense that 
our oral health routine gets a smart upgrade 
too. Oral-B is pleased to announce its latest 
technological innovation: Oral-B iO 10 with 
iOSense. 

The new iO10 with iOSense, the latest 
addition to the iO range, is set to revolutionise 
the way we brush our teeth with a personalised 
experience like never before. It is accompanied 
by a smart device called iOSense, which offers 
real-time guidance with the aid of AI and a 
personalised brushing experience that ensures 
healthier gums and teeth. 

It guides you when to brush: the iOSense 
has a timer for optimal brushing time and a 
Wi-Fi clock. It also tells you where to brush: 
the intuitive iOSense lights mean you’ll never 

miss a spot. And last, but not least, it tells you 
how to brush: the Oral-B App tracks your 
goals and provides personalised feedback after 
every brushing.

Oral-B iO’s revolutionary micro-vibration 
technology removes 100% more plaque than 
a manual brush to give you that professional 
clean feeling, at home, improving your oral 
health and contributing to better overall body 
health. However, it’s not only about what the 
iO can do, it’s also about how it makes you 
feel. Using iO10 is a truly sensorial experience 
that will transform the act of brushing into 
something you have to do into something you 
want to do.

The Oral-B iO 10 Design comes in two 
new galactic-inspired brush designs, cosmic 
black and stardust white. 

ERGONOMIC PERFECTION FOR 
TOTAL CONTROL

Belmont’s new flagship treatment centre, 
the Eurus S6, exudes refinement with a 
contemporary design that has the Belmont 
renowned below-the-patient swing-arm 
delivery system and powerful intuitive 
touchscreen for advanced instrument 
control.

The clear and logical touchscreen offers 
one touch control across a wide range of 
functions including: handpiece flushing, 
spittoon valve cleaning, micro motor speed 
control, turbine speed limiting, optic on/
off, scaler settings, spittoon bowl flushing, 
dental light operating modes and much 
more.

With an easy-to-read display that tells 
you all you need to know at a glance, 
you can pre-programme settings or 
restore to standard in just one touch. As 

a combination this 
brings a wealth of 
operating options to 
the fingertips of the 
dentist.  

The ergonomic 
functionality allows 
maximum working 
space for both 
operator and dental 
nurse. With the 
spittoon rotated 90 
degrees, clear access 
to the left side of the 
patient allows the 

operator to work with ease. Uniquely, this 
treatment centre allows positioning of the 
doctor table, instruments, and assistant 
tray discreetly out of view behind the chair 
backrest, easing any patient anxiety as they 
enter the surgery. 

New features include a taller backrest 
cushion with additional lumbar support 
for unrivalled patient comfort, a wireless 
foot control as standard for ease of operator 
positioning with low battery indicator on 
the touchscreen, plus a wealth of new safety 
features.

To feel the difference, you’re invited 
to one of Belmont’s showrooms to see 
for yourself. Some things are better 
experienced rather than explained.
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